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This  report is part of the Wealth Creation in Rural Communities initiative, funded by the Ford Foundation. The aim of the 
initiative is to help low-wealth rural areas overcome their isolation and integrate into regional economies in ways that in-
crease their ownership and influence over various kinds of wealth. The initiative has produced various other reports, 
which can be found at http://www.yellowwood.org/wealthcreation.aspx. The goal of this report is  to advance the initia-
tive’s  broad aim of creating a comprehensive framework of community investing, ownership,  and wealth control models 
that enhance the social, ecological, and economic well-being of rural areas.
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The Ford Foundation engaged The Red Mantra Group to assess if and how inclusive business could contrib-
ute to and accelerate the impact of WealthWorks and WealthWorks  value chains, specifically in the context of 

how private sector partnerships  might be leveraged to contribute meaningfully and sustainably to the eight 
forms  of wealth.  It is  based in part on the wider body of practice of inclusive business around the world and 
also on regional stakeholder interviews and field visits  in rural Appalachia and the Deep South, independent 

research, and related analysis.

The purpose of this  primer is  to provide inputs  to the wealth creation community as  to how inclusive busi-

ness might contribute to enhancing and/or accelerating the ability of wealth creation value chains  to deliver 
impact at scale — in terms  of reach (number of beneficiaries) and depth (the quality and diversity of the 

benefits).  It is  also aims  to generate a deeper dialogue among rural development practitioners about what it 
means to cultivate a relationship with the private sector and how inclusive business  strategies  can provide a 
gateway to that and other opportunities.  Moreover, it is meant to stimulate a higher level of conversation 

about social integration more broadly from which new ideas  and innovation might come.  This  primer is  not 
designed to be technical in nature, but rather is a thought piece on emerging approaches that are increas-

ingly necessary to provide real and sustainable solutions  commensurate to the burgeoning social, economic 
and environmental challenges facing our generation today.
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Over the last ten years, the world has  experienced a paradigm shift in how the private sector perceives  and 

engages with low-income rural communities  across  emerging markets, including here at home.  Previously 
considered the remit of corporate social responsibility and corporate philanthropy departments, community 
development initiatives  have begun to shift from fringe activities to core business  — contributing to company 

value in more significant ways.  This  transformation, the recognition that the regions’  poor should no longer 
be seen as  passive recipients  of development aid or rural subsidies, but rather economic actors  in their own 

right, has created a  new wave of non-traditional, next-generation business models  that provide opportunities 
for those who have been historically excluded from the economic activity happening around them.  These 
“inclusive businesses” (IBs)  have the potential to unlock new forms  of innovation and entrepreneurial activity 

critical to accelerating inclusive growth.1 

In the same vein, new local economic development frameworks  rooted in the understanding of the various 
dimensions of poverty beyond economic exclusion have begun to emerge.  One such approach, predicated 
on the notion that value can be derived from the integration of community assets  and a spirit of entrepre-

neurship, is  WealthWorks  — a socio-economic development framework that offers a systematic approach to 
identify enterprising opportunities  in a region and engages a wide range of partners  in turning those opportu-

nities into results that both build and capture wealth.  WealthWorks  understands that value is  best created 
when it is shared, and shared value in its  true integrative spirit has  a more distinct opportunity to create sus-
tainable and resilient communities  over the long term.  In recent years, the Ford Foundation has experi-

mented with and leveraged the WealthWorks  framework as  a  means  of catalyzing localized, scalable solu-
tions in sectoral value chains across the poorest regions of the United States.

1 Inclusive growth focuses on both the pace of and overall trends in growth.



Therefore, this Primer has been structured to answer the following key questions:

- How are inclusive business and WealthWorks defined?
- How do inclusive business  and the WealthWorks  approaches  compare as  frameworks for market-

based rural development?

- How can inclusive business be effectively integrated into the WealthWorks approach?
- What are the most salient recommendations  for moving a  hybridized inclusive business  and Wealth-

Works approach forward as a local economic development framework?

This  primer was  commissioned to provide answers to these questions  and provide additional learning as a 

contribution to the wider community of practice in the Ford Foundation’s  Wealth Creation in Rural Communi-
ties initiative.
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As part of its commitment to social justice and poverty alleviation, the Ford Foundation has  championed a 

systems  approach to rural development that can “restore, create and maintain wealth in low-wealth rural ar-
eas by improving economies, the environment, and social conditions  at the same time.” This approach is 

predicated on enabling strategic cross-sectoral collaboration and partnerships  that leverage collective re-
sources rather than the good will of a single institution.  Moreover, it promotes strategies  that seek to develop 

multiple forms  of wealth simultaneously rather than focusing on one dimension of poverty or social exclusion, 
and more importantly, it centers  on assuring a  positive “reciprocal relationship between rural and urban ar-

eas.”  Ultimately, this  concept called WealthWorks seeks  to “connect a communityʼs  assets  to meet market 
demand in ways  that build livelihoods  that last.”  The benefits  delivered through a value chain are measured 

in terms  of eight forms  of wealth, which build on the work of Emery and Flora (2006) as well as  Boyd (2004), 
The World Bank (2006), White (2007), UNU-IHDP and UNEP (2012), and others  exploring concepts of wealth 

in the context of sustainability.3 The eight forms of wealth are described below:

Intellectual capital is  the stock of knowledge, innovation, and creativity or imagination in a region. It produces 
new ideas and ways of thinking about the world.

Social capital is  the stock of trust, relationships, and networks  that support civil society. Without social capi-
tal, ideas cannot come to fruition.

Individual capital is the stock of skills  and physical and mental health of people in a region. Skills and health 

combine to allow people to be productive contributors to society.

Built capital is  the stock of fully functioning constructed infrastructure including everything from buildings  and 

transport to information technology.

Natural capital is  the stock of unimpaired environmental assets, including renewable, non-renewable, and 
ecosystem services in a  region. As  with any form of wealth, natural capital that has  been damaged or pol-
luted is not wealth; it is a depreciated asset that requires restoration through appropriate investment.

Political capital is  the stock of power and goodwill held by individuals, groups, and organizations  that can be 

held, spent, or shared to influence resource allocation decisions.

Financial capital is  the stock of unencumbered monetary assets that can be invested in other forms of capital 
or financial instruments.

Cultural capital, an eighth form of wealth, is the stock of practices that reflect a communityʼs  values and iden-
tity rooted in place, class, and/or ethnicity. Cultural capital influences  the ways  in which individuals  and 

groups define and access  other forms  of capital. It is  an entry point for understanding other forms  of wealth 
in place and is  measured through its impact on other forms  of wealth. Aspects  of cultural capital that support 

or hinder development can be influenced by investments in other forms of wealth.
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WealthWorks  requires  value chains  to generate or retain all of the forms of wealth without undermining any 
single form to build another. Models  of ownership and control that can keep wealth local and shared may 

include, but are not limited to: cooperatives, land trusts, municipal ownership, community benefit agree-
ments, employee ownership, and mission-controlled business  architecture.  These wealth creation value 
chains  are conceived as a  business model based on shared economic, social, and environmental values, in 

which buyers, processors, producers, and others  work together for mutual benefit to create value in re-
sponse to market demand. Wealth creation value chains are built at a regional level in response to demand 

not only for basic goods and services, but for goods and services  that embody a  range of additional values 
such as transparency, environmental benefit, social justice, consumer safety, and others.

WealthWorks  uses a wealth matrix for planning and evaluation that requires  practitioners  to identify how each 
intervention to strengthen the value chain will impact each of the seven forms of wealth. It also provides a 

common language that can be shared among participants  in the value chain to define and clarify shared in-
terests  and sharpen the focus  on desired impacts. The wealth matrix requires value chain intermediaries  to 
think through the impact of every intervention on each form of wealth. By doing so, they begin to view the 

system holistically and identify new and interesting ways to strengthen multiple forms  of wealth at the same 
time. Every intervention will not necessarily impact each form of wealth, but the suite of interventions  taken 

together is expected to have positive impacts across the board.
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Inclusive businesses are profitable businesses that integrate the low-income segments  of society into their 

mainstream business activity as  consumers, producers/suppliers or employees.  They are rooted in the prin-
ciples  of pro-poor growth and acknowledge that business  can be meaningful in the context of multi-
dimensional poverty.  Like WealthWorks, inclusive business  focuses  not only on profitability, but also on the 

extent to which the low-income segment is  able to participate in, contribute to and benefit from the perform-
ance of the business, as measured by changes in overall standard of living while having neutral to positive 

impacts on the environment.  Inclusive businesses can be a real driver of wealth creation and multiple forms 
of wealth, however, the degree to which they can contribute to many or all forms of wealth will depend on 
selection criteria and the type of business model.

Within the construct of an inclusive business, the low-income segment fills one or more of the following roles:

• Consumers: they can comprise new markets for companies that offer affordable goods and services
• Distributors: they can establish new distribution networks for companies

• Suppliers: they can constitute new sources of goods and services for the company
• Employees: they can offer the company new sources of labor

The inclusive business approach is  a mass-market or supply chain strengthening solution that expands  ac-
cess to goods, services, and income and employment opportunities  for the poor.  Beyond its  ability to create 

shared value and generate direct social benefits, an inclusive business  is like any other business. Inclusive  
businesses are often larger, well-established, viable companies that are motivated by a) seeking to accelerate 

growth by pursuing new market segments and distribution channels; b) mitigating supply chain, labor and 
reputational risks; or c) they can be successful social enterprises  with a proven business model that are 
seeking to scale.  
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In this regard, inclusive businesses integrate the low-income segment into their value chain as  a solution to 
these drivers while maintaining the companyʼs  bottom line and providing income and employment opportuni-

ties as well as access to goods and services to the low-income segment that improve their standard of living.

Typically, inclusive businesses tend to have the following characteristics  that combine both definitional and 
strategic considerations:

Are strictly for-profit — philanthropic and corporate social responsibility efforts  of corporate actors  are not 

sustainable by definition and do not create the conditions  through which wealth can be created over the 
long-term.

Must be strictly core business — peripheral efforts  outside the companyʼs core value proposition are less 
likely to succeed.

Must include the low-income segment within their business model — through one or more of the follow-
ing ways: as suppliers, consumers, employees, or as distributors.

Must generate financial returns — ideally, an inclusive business  should generate market returns commen-
surate with their business model, risk profile and local context.

Must generate measurable and meaningful social returns — beneficial social impacts are an intrinsic part 
of the inclusive business intervention design rather than an incidental effect of business.

Are designed from the start with scale in mind — to maximize the creation of company value in the first 
instance while also maximizing and optimizing their contribution to impact.

Do not seek trade-offs between financial and social returns — rather, they continuously seek solutions 

through which both can be optimized simultaneously.

Often require blended capital — priced for their their level of risk and relevant stage of development, there-

fore, different forms of capital (patient, debt, equity, and others) are often deployed at different stages of an 
IBʼs life cycle.

Actively assess and measure both social and economic performance  — standard business  perform-
ance parameters  are measured in conjunction with standardized as well as  customized social measures  to 

determine success of the business model.

Can also evolve from social enterprises seeking to scale — their proven social impact business  model or 

from mid- to large-sized established companies seeking to create shared value through supply chain, labor-
related and/or product innovation.
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While inclusive businesses can include the low-income segment in a variety of ways, the business  models 
developed for each type can traditionally be categorized in the following manner (derived and adapted from 

the IFC’s  Accelerating Inclusive Business Opportunities: Business  Models that Make a Difference reports  and 
Monitor’s Promise and Progress: Market Based Solutions  to Poverty in Africa). Table 1 below is not exhaus-
tive but includes  the most common models  and how they may relate to the wealth creation approach.  These 

models  represent examples of how to sell to and source from low-income families and includes  the basic 
features of each model.
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IB Model Description

PAY-PER-USE

An approach in which consumers pay lower costs for a single use product of a com-
munity level facility, or individual product, or service, sometimes on a rental basis.  This 
delivers better value than buying a household asset like a lantern or filtration device, 
and matches cash flows. In a wealth creation context, it can lower the transaction 
costs of built capital.

NO FRILLS

A pared-down service that meets the basic needs of the poor at ultra-low prices and 
still generates positive cash flow and profits through high volume, high asset utilization, 
and service specialization.  By assuring a functioning model, built capital is being 
enhanced, financial capital is being conserved, and individual and intellectual 
capital are being honed.

PARA-SKILLING

Combines no-frills services with a re-engineering of complex services and processes 
into a set of disaggregated simple standardized tasks that can be undertaken by work-
ers without specialized qualification. Para-skilling is an innovative way through which 
individual, social and intellectual capital can be developed within a wealth works 
value chain.

SHARED CHANNELS

Distribution networks that reach into remote markets via shared channels, piggyback-
ing products and services through existing customer sales and distribution platforms, 
this enables poor people to afford and gain access to socially beneficial goods. 
Through shared channels, financial capital can be leveraged, social capital can be 
strengthened, build capital can be enhanced through assuring multi-purpose use, and 
natural capital might be strengthened by mitigating the need to develop additional 
facilities and distribution fleets.

OUT-GROWER SCHEMES

A system of production based on a set agreement between a buyer and smallholder 
producers.  The buyer organizes the supply chain from the top, provides critical inputs, 
specifications, training, and credit to its suppliers, and the supplier provides assured 
quantities of produce at fair and guaranteed prices.  These agreements can contribute 
to the creation of social capital through the relationship between the buyer and sup-
plier, the individual and intellectual capital required to deliver, and even financial 
capital if necessary. In developing countries successful grower agreements have bene-
fitted smallholder farmers primarily through the formalization of buyer-supplier relation-
ships that mitigate risks for both parties and avoid the exploitation associated with non-
binding informal agreements that leave suppliers little to no options for protecting their 
interests.

DEEP PROCUREMENT

A variety of direct procurement setups that bypass traditional middlemen and reach into 
the base of the economic pyramid, enabling direct purchases from large networks of 
low-income producers and farmers in rural markets and often providing training for 
quality and other specifications.  This model assures the development of social capi-
tal, individual and intellectual capital given the capabilities required to meet expec-
tations, and cultural capital if traditional means of production are involved.

DEMAND-LED TRAINING

Demand-led training that applies a formal-sector “temp agency” model to down market 
opportunities, with enterprises paying a third-party to identify, train, and place employ-
ees for job openings at the edges of the formal and informal sectors.  Demand-led 
training creates opportunities for intellectual, individual and social capital.

MOBILE MONEY

Models that enable the poor to access and transfer cash outside of traditional financial 
services channels, often via mobile devices or alternatives to bank branch infrastruc-
ture.  Mobile money strengthens the possibilites for social and financial capital to 
develop and grow.
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IB Model Description

MICROCREDIT AND EXPERIENCE 
BASED CONSUMER CREDIT

Extension of small amounts of credit, often via group lending, to the poor who are typi-
cally unable to access larger loans from formal banks due to a lack of collateral and 
formal credit histories. Experience based customer credit generates additional revenue 
in the form of interest income through lending to customers a company knows are 
credit-worthy through experience doing business with them in the past -- rather than 
formal credit histories.  This model is generally employed by companies outside the 
financial sector, though some may have credit arms or subsidiaries, and contributes to 
the development of financial and social capital.

MICRO-SAVINGS
Small deposit account offered to low income individuals with low or no minimum bal-
ance requirements and service fees, and the ability to save small amounts of money.  
This model provides increased financial capital.

MICRO-INSURANCE

Small size insurance products offered along the lines of microcredit, designed to meet 
the needs and cash flows of those excluded from formal insurance networks.  Typically 
sold via bundles or other non-agent based models. This model contributes to financial 
capital.

AGRICULTURE: Smallholder Farmer 
Aggregators

Aggregators (aka food hubs) collecting cash crops and staples from smallholder farm-
ers to supply large, top-of-the supply chain buyers.  To help guarantee stable supply, 
many aggregators provide the farmers with services such as credit, storage, and trans-
port, as well as low-cost seeds, fertilizer and training to improve their yield (especially 
with these include value added production such as organic or other speciality crops).  
Smallholder aggregators contribute to the development of social capital, financial 
capital, and intellectual capital.

RETAIL: Distribution and Sales through 
Improved Informal Shops

Efforts by enterprises to develop a route to market that leverages (and upgrades) exist-
ing informal distribution and sales channels to sell socially beneficial products through 
multiple fragmented or unorganized shops.  Informal shops strengthen social capital 
due to the relationships they foster, cultural capital if and when they are attached to a 
specific place, and built capital.

EDUCATION: Private Vocational Training

Vocational colleges that offer a highly standardized and limited set of typically service-
industry qualifications to low-income school leavers or job seekers, leveraging para-
skilled teachers.  The offer is sometimes complemented by job placements services.  
Vocational training contributes to intellectual, individual, and social capital.

INFRASTRUCTURE: “Last-mile” rural 
micro-grid electricity generation and 

urban water kiosks

Community-level “last-mile” infrastructure directly addresses the infrastructure provision 
shortfall by providing end-users with access to a fixed utility asset.  In the case of en-
ergy, low-income households in rural areas directly connect to a standalone mini-grid 
powered by an independently generated power source.  In the case of water, kiosks 
established in slum and peri-urban “off-grid” areas provide poor customers with water 
from the mains at lower cost than alternatives such as sachets or tanker supplies.  Also 
can include assets like pay toilets.  Last-mile solutions lead to built capital and social 
capital developed through the local kiosks.

ICT: Mobile-enabled non-financial 
services

Mobile-enabled business models are those that aim to leverage low-income ownership 
or use of mobile devices to provide essential information or transactions to low-income 
customers in a range of sectors including agriculture, health, or even livelihoods.  Mo-
bile enabled devices and services can contribute to built capital, social capital and 
individual capital achieved through increased connectivity and access to opportuni-
ties for skills development among others.

DISTRIBUTION CAPILLARITY: 
Distribution through dedicated 

sales force

Dedicated direct sales force models recruit and train local agents to reach deep into 
communities to sell and distribute (socially beneficial) goods, bypassing shops and 
other channels, to make it easy for the (often rural) poor to have access they may not 
otherwise get.  This form of distribution allows for the development of social capital 
and intellectual capital.  
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IB Model Description

HOUSING: Value for money housing

Makes home ownership possible for lower-income buyers through a combination of 
high value for money and facilitated access to mortgage financing. A home is the big-
gest investment most people ever make and they have to be convinced it is worth the 
commitment, which can feel risky.  Value for money housing balances aspiration (with a 
focus on quality, special features, and the community environment) and affordability 
(with home sizes and layouts in different price ranges, and features that reduce the 
ongoing cost of ownership).  Because the model hinges upon access to financing, it 
often involves helping homebuyers -- often the first in their families -- navigate the ap-
plication process.  This model primarily provides opportunities to develop financial 
capital, built capital in a wealth works context.

These models  take into consideration the known characteristics  of the low-income segment (contrary to tra-
ditional stereotypes and mindsets  that constrain the ability to see opportunities  instead of limitations).  This 

requires companies  and investors alike to reframe these limitations found in BoP markets  and convert them 
into market opportunities.  This  entails a perspective re-focused on the poor’s  abilities and what they can do   
(available skills, patterns  of employment and income generation, household structure and management, con-

sumption patterns and habits) instead of the traditional mindset that targets  what they lack.  These models 
focus on the the following aspects:

Understanding how to leverage and monetize hidden assets: An LPG gas  company in Colombia  discovered 
that it had accumulated the credit history of hundreds of thousands  of unbanked, low-income families who 
were offered financing to reduce the burden of up front costs required for a new gas  connection. Over time, 

the company realized it could leverage that credit history — a hidden asset — to develop a tailor-made fi-
nancial product that would enable more than 600,000 families  to access $146 million worth of credit and 

become part of the formal banking system while assuring the company more than $22 million in net revenue.

Developing models  that deliver affordable and collective access  rather than individual ownership:  For exam-
ple, the poor spend $37 billion on poor quality energy solutions  to meet their lighting and cooking needs.  

Community-owned “mini utilities” can offer energy solutions  for both household and productive use at a 
lower cost (through “radical affordability”) than what households traditionally spend on energy.  This  normally 

occurs through hydro or diesel generators  but increasingly using biomass, solar and wind energy.  In Brazil 
for example, Creluz, which started originally in 1966, is  a cooperative that procures power from the grid but 
complements  this  with 4MW of run-of-river hydropower to the local network, and now manages  3,000 miles 

of power lines  supplying power to more than 80,000 customers  in 36 municipalities and rural communities 
(and even managed a turn-over of almost $13 million in 2009).

Going the last mile through private enterprise when public goods  do not go far enough: Private enterprise 

can use cross-subsidized and other models to provide hard and soft infrastructure that for a  number of rea-
sons  cannot be provided through public means from water and sanitation to affordable healthcare and hous-
ing.  Manila  Water in the Philippines is a water and wastewater concessionaire that connected over 140,000 

low income households  to the piped water system and provided access  to clean water to over 860,000 low-
income individuals  through a commercial, cross—subsidized pricing model while improving service coverage, 

reliability, customer service and water quality.
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Designing from the low-income segment up rather than from rightsizing from the top down: Understanding 
the localized needs  of the low-income consumer segment (as one would for any other customer segment) 

allows  for the development of products  and services  suited to their consumption patterns and to their spend-
ing capacity.  This  contemplates  not only critical elements like quality and affordability but also how and by 
whom purchasing decisions  are made to tailor goods and services appropriate to the needs  of the poor.  For 

example, Lifespring Maternity Hospitals  in India  has  become the largest chain of maternity hospitals  in India 
(treating more than 70,000 patients) by developing an inclusive business  model whose pricepoint is  less than 

one-third of the private cost.  Profitability is attained by a  blend of public-private partnerships, creative leasing 
and land agreements, and the efficient use of para-skilled labor, (as described on page 10).  The model op-
erates  more than 25 hospitals  and is  seeking to continue to expand.  In short, by focusing on a business 

model that was  low-income centric, Lifespring was  able to provide affordable health care in a commercially 
viable way.

Looking for scale through localization rather than centralization: Developing localized production and distribu-

tion systems that leverage local entrepreneurship, innovation and low-income community structures.  This 
allows  for effective cost controls  while developing opportunities  for new skills  development, formal and infor-
mal employment opportunities  and peripheral cottage industries  that can provide alternative income streams 

for the BoP, and products and services developed through local assets.  For example, in the year 2000, Bra-
zilian cosmetics  firm Natura launched the EKOS product line which tauts  local biodiversity as  a  business  and 

innovation platform. Given that this was  a core part of their brand identity, Natura localized its value chain by 
partnering with communities  that supply the raw materials  such as  Brazial nuts, pitanga, copuassu and 
guarana for their products, including developing ethical sourcing practices.  Ekos  now represents  10% of 

total product sales for Natura and the company has more than 56 commercial agreements  with local suppli-
ers throughout Brazil and Latin America.
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Inclusive business and WealthWorks address multi-dimensional poverty in unique ways.  Inclusive business 
relies  on private enterprise as the main catalyst of local economic development.  WealthWorks  pro-

motes  inclusive growth by empowering local places to connect their assets  to larger markets.  These can be 
viewed as two sides of the same coin; one originating with external private enterprise reaching into poor 

places and the other originating in poor places  reaching out to markets.  Both approaches recognize the 
need to address domestic rural poverty with creativity, innovation and perseverance.  There are no quick fixes 
to the greater challenges facing rural America.
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The domestic rural development context is  important to understand as a  means to validate the need for in-

novative economic frameworks such as  WealthWorks  and inclusive business.  Some of the key themes are 
as follows:

- Our wider economic context has  changed in such a way that it threatens the competitive and rela-
tive advantage of most rural areas, leaving them to fend for themselves  and to explore alternative 

economic opportunities.

- Rural development policy is generally nostalgic — it tries  neither to infuse disruptive innovation nor 
bring in the kinds of ideas  that would play a  transformative role in rural economies.  Rural develop-

ment policy is often backward looking and lacks the vision to drive effective strategies.

- Urbanization and the misperceptions about the rural context by urban dwellers means that state level 

resources allocation are often made based on an urban rather than rural perspective.

- While rural outmigration has slowed in recent years  due to a  far more fragile economy, this has con-

tributed to rural unemployment and increasing reticence for immigrants  or others  to move into rural 
areas.

- Producers in rural areas are finding it increasingly difficult to compete given the added expense 

of generating products in under-resourced remote locations and logistics for product distribution.

- Rural entrepreneurs  often face the same standards  as their urban counterparts when it comes  to se-

curing finance; however, the rural cost structure of taking a product to market may be higher.  
As such, banks  are increasingly unwilling to lend in rural areas  because the urban investments  are 

perceived to be more secure.

In general, rural entrepreneurs  are facing increased competition, less  resources and investment, higher costs, 

and an increasing shortage of labor.  Without interventionist strategies  like inclusive business  and Wealth-
Works, rural areas  could otherwise remain trapped in a vicious  cycle of irrelevance and economic recession.  

Table II on the next page explains this  more visibly — the way a rural value chain context used to be and how 
it might look now if it could integrate WealthWorks  or inclusive business  as  a viable intervention strategy.  In 
the second column, a  number of assumptions  were made as to the integration of WealthWorks  and inclusive 

business principles  that yielded the hypothetical positive outcomes.  These were included for contrasting 
effect and are intentionally illustrative.
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The Old Rural Value Chain A wealth works value chain with IB

External markets are important. External and local markets are important.

Natural resource based industries are the focus of gov-
ernment development policy for rural areas.

A diverse portfolio of industries that leverage new skills 
and resources (i.e. sustainable agriculture, renewable 
energy, community based tourism, etc) are the focus of 
government development policy for rural areas.

Place-specific natural resource endowments are impor-
tant in the local and global economy and dictate eco-
nomic function - arable land, mineral deposits, etc.

Place-specific natural resource endowments are
not the most important, knowledge and skills are the 
main determinants of success in a local and regional 
economy.

Individual rural places are somewhat
specialized, but many rural places are similar in
function and character.

Individual rural places become more specialized and 
diversified as inclusive industries that create local 
wealth develop.

Rural residents have lower levels of formal education 
and more limited employment opportunities than urban 
residents.

Rural residents have increased levels of vocational edu-
cation and create specialized employment
opportunities comparable to urban residents.

Urban labor markets can readily absorb surplus
low-skill rural labor.

Urban labor markets and rural labor markets grow as a 
result of increased productive activities and inclusive 
value chain development.

Transport costs are high, decreasing the size of
markets and limiting trade.

Transport costs are lower, allowing a single plant
to serve local and regional markets and
expanding trade.

Capital markets are segmented making rural
places reliant upon their internal pool of
capital.

Capital markets are considerably less
segmented, so rural areas have to compete
within a global pool of capital, making capital more af-
fordable.

Communication is expensive and relatively
slow, limiting coordination.

Communication is cheap and fast, making
coordination easy

The product/service cycle starts in urban
centers and diffuses to rural locations in the
same nation.

The product/service cycle starts can start rural loca-
tions and expand to peri-urban and urban centers.

Rural areas within a nation compete amongst
each other.

Rural areas develop competitive advantages and com-
plementarity — reducing competition and increasing 
value creation.
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Inclusive business  and the Wealth Creation approach have a  number of similarities  but also important differ-
ences  that could enable or hinder the conditions  under which they could be bundled together as  comple-

mentary strategies.  Inclusive business  was  conceived as  a development catalyst to leverage larger anchor 
firms  to generate aggregated investment as  well as leverage existing capabilities, resources, infrastructure 
and expertise.  The premise was to demonstrate proof of concept rapidly, show results  and success, repli-

cate, grow the business, and systematize the model so others  could follow and subsequently scale them-
selves. The main similarities and differences are as follows:

They both leverage the value chain approach, but in different ways.  Both inclusive businesses and 

the WealthWorks framework leverage value chain development processes, but in different ways.  Both ap-
proaches need the value chain development process  to identify critical stakeholders and stakeholder dynam-
ics; they can use the approach to understand the different elements of the production and distribution proc-

esses, degrees and forms of intermediation, and any critical barriers/risks to the value chain.  However, while 
the WealthWorks  approach uses  the value chain process as a way of building an ecosystem of shared value 

among key actors and for identifying a market, inclusive business  looks  at finer scale value chains to identify 
and better understand the pain-points  of its target market, which are generally larger, commercial compa-
nies.  Because inclusive business  pre-selects target companies in a value chain based on specific criteria 

that evaluates  their potential for inclusion  (size, absorption capacity, scale, impact, leverage, track record, 
relationships, etc.) and then leverages the company networks and experience, inclusive business  temporarily 

bypasses the consensus building process  throughout the ecosystem and instead focuses  its  efforts  first on 
cultivating the inclusiveness  potential of the company. Once clarity on how company needs  and pain-points 
are solved through integration of products, services  and labor from the low-income segment, the various 

actors  throughout the value chain are engaged and shared value is  created around the central idea of inclu-
sion.  But fundamentally, this is only done once there is  proof of concept and a  functioning, profitable busi-

ness model.

The notion of Shared Value is intrinsic to both frameworks but achieved through different means.  

Both WealthWorks and inclusive business  are focused on leveraging market-based solutions to create 

shared value.  In the context of WealthWorks, shared value is  calibrated to the needs of an economic sector, 
with the expectation that, over time, the WealthWorks value chain will support market integration — however 

the market is  defined —  and collectively contributes  to each form of wealth in a meaningful manner. Be-
cause inclusive business starts with companies as the primary market, shared value is calibrated to the spe-
cific needs of the company’s value chain that can be met through inclusion strategies, with the goal of realiz-

ing social and economic benefits that address the low-income segment’s  needs  and aspirations  through 
mainstream integration.  Specifically, by seeking to understand the company needs  from the start, the 

agenda for shared value creation is not overt — the conversation is  centered on addressing the business 
problem through a solution that just so happens  to benefit other stakeholders.  Because inclusive business  is 
a mainstream business approach, there is a relentless  focus  on the value proposition for the company.  Were 

the focus to be on anything else, it is  likely to lead to discussions  with the corporate foundation or corporate 
responsibility department.
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Both approaches require an ecosystem perspective, but engage the ecosystem differently. The 
WealthWorks  framework views  the ecosystem from a broader, sectoral standpoint, from which the market is 

defined, which may or may not include larger-scale commercial companies. Through shared value, market 
demand and the ecosystem would then cumulatively support the integration of products, services  and labor 

from low-income communities. The inclusive business  approach has  a honed view of the ecosystem using 
the company value chain as  its  locus.  The multi-stakeholder process  of engagement is conducted only after 
integration has  been completed, a  viable business is  in place and there is clear proof that a specific low-

income segment value proposition has succeeded in the market on a purely commercial basis. Engaging 
with the broader ecosystem is  generally for the purposes of crowding in investors, leveraging inclusion 

strategies  to other companies, and to help the working inclusive business model scale in terms  of both creat-
ing an inclusive industry and an inclusive enterprise. This  is also true for scaling inclusive businesses in other 
parts of the broader value chain.

Both approaches are focused on metrics, but given different objectives, tackle accountability in 

different ways.  WealthWorks is  keen to demonstrate that value chains are advancing local livelihoods with 
all forms  of wealth simultaneously without depleting any one form of wealth in the process.  Practitioners 
measure indicators  and benchmarks  within each of the seven forms  of wealth over time to determine the 

overall success of strategies. Inclusive business, on the other hand, has  a more pragmatic stance and does 
not follow a particular typology that determines wealth.  Beyond standardized measures  of poverty reduction, 

inclusive business also places  attention on the business model through proof of concept that achieving posi-
tive social impacts does  not have to be at the cost of profitability.  Understanding the business model is criti-
cal to determining if  and how the particular business  can grow and scale and to further expand inclusive 

strategies. While both business  and impact metrics are fundamental to inclusive business development and 
to subsequently making a business  case for scale, inclusive businesses  are more likely to adopt pragmatic 

and specific metrics frameworks critical to that end.

WealthWorks and inclusive business have nuanced perspectives on demand orientation.  Inclusive 

business is  focused primarily on solving a systemic poverty issue by addressing a specific core business 
challenge of an anchor company within a value chain.  In this  regard, demand is  identified within the highly 

specific confines of the anchor company that, by definition, constitutes the (inclusive) business target market.   
From this  standpoint, demand in the inclusive business sense is  established by the company’s  needs, pain-
points to address  challenges such as production, growth, new market entry and diversification or new op-

portunities  for company growth through new market (and new market segment) entry. Inclusive business 
strategies  are then oriented towards  seeking ways  for this  demand to be met by products, services, employ-

ees, distributors  or consumers from the low-income segment. The WealthWorks approach identifies  demand 
from a broader sectoral point of view that includes a far greater range of market possibilities  of which com-
mercial companies are only one.  Building shared value within these sectoral value chains then becomes  the 

process through which the low-income segment’s  response to demand is developed.  Where demand orien-
tation makes a significant difference is  with respect to market readiness.  Orientation toward a company’s 

pain-point necessitates a high degree of product, service delivery or labor readiness because they are being 
integrated into an existing framework that is already functioning and where standards  of quality or productiv-
ity are requisite.  In many cases, companies  themselves are willing to invest in building the capacities of low-

income communities to suit the needs of mainstream integration, because it is  in their business interest to do 
so.  For larger and longer-term investments, companies and communities  may form a partnership with local 

financial institutions or receive philanthropic support through intermediary interventions.  
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Orientation toward a broader market demand, as  with the WealthWorks approach, provides a higher degree 
of flexibility and potentially less  risk because the low-income segment can align their products, services  and 

labor capacities  toward the market for which they are best suited.  It is  also assumed that through the crea-
tion of shared value all along the value chain, actors  will directly or indirectly support community efforts  at 
readiness to ensure successful entry into the chosen market. 

Lastly, inclusive business also considers the development of goods and services designed to ad-

dress some fundamental needs of low-income communities.  Inclusive business also addresses the 
integration of the poor into mainstream business  models as consumers of a  company’s  goods  and services.  

This  is  based on the fact that low-income communities already purchase basic necessities  and often do so 
at a higher price because mainstream products and services do not consider the particular consumption 
patterns  of the poor.  In response to this  poverty penalty phenomenon, a growing number of companies  are 

generating offerings  tailored specifically to the uses  and monetary capacities  of the poor, thereby providing 
greater economical access  to products  and services  they need.  Although the WealthWorks  approach is 

largely focused on generating wealth through market integration of low-income communities as  producers, 
suppliers  or employees, the housing and inclusive finance value chains  in the WealthWorks portfolio are good 
examples of developing products and services that address a systemic issue of low-income families  — fund-

ing deserts  and opportunities  to obtain affordable, collateral free financing and affordable energy programs 
that do not compel families  to have to choose between heating and eating.  In both cases, WealthWorks  and 

inclusive business would naturally seek to develop these products  and services  in such a way that they could 
be developed and/or delivered through local resources so as to improve skills and create employment oppor-
tunities for the low-income segment.
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As much as  wealth creation is a  different way to think about value and relationships  in the context of rural 
development, inclusive business is  a different way to think about how market based solutions  and traditional 

business models  can be reengineered to deepen its  development impact while contributing to greater profit-
ability and company growth.  In this context, complementarity can be found in two distinct ways — in how 
inclusive business can contribute to wealth creation through the eight toms of wealth and how inclusive busi-

ness can be integrated within the framework for developing WealthWorks value chains.
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Inclusive business can contribute to the eight forms of wealth in the following ways:

Intellectual Capital.  One of the fundamental principles  of inclusive business  is  to leverage and build on the 

stock of knowledge, innovation and creativity that exists  among the local stakeholders  AND the companies 
involved in an inclusive business.  Irrespective of the inclusive business model type, intellectual capital will be 

created given the importance of social empowerment inherent in the inclusive business  model and the bi-
directional focus on transfer of technology and intellectual capital between stakeholders. Inclusive business  is 

also predicated in part on disruptive innovation and the concept of leveraging hidden assets.  The latter is 
focused on reframing the assets you currently have for alternative productive uses.  Earlier in this  paper, we 
mentioned the case of an LPG gas  company that leveraged its knowledge base of low-income segment 

credit history to create a new lending product that served to grow its  business in new ways while offering low 
income consumers  alternative forms  of finance.  It need not rely solely on corporate assets  — hidden assets 

could be an excess supply of labor that can be retrained/and or oriented to alternative productive opportuni-
ties.  Innovations  in packaging and leveraging cultural traditions  and practices  to create a new community-

based inclusive tourism opportunities  is another example of how intellectual capital creation is a core element 
of the inclusive business approach. 

Social Capital.  Without the creation and development of trust, networks and relationships, inclusive busi-
ness would simply not function.  Successful inclusive business  initiatives are built upon cross-sectoral net-

works where trust is essential.  Traditionally, especially in rural contexts and given the preponderance of high 
volume, low margin business models  (i.e. agribusiness and food), there is  an existing culture of mistrust be-
tween the private sector and other related stakeholders.  Social capital is the fabric that weaves  stakeholder 

partnerships  together, enabling inclusive businesses to form, grow and scale.  These networks  and trust are 
also necessary to crowd-in early stage investors whose capital is  often used to “de-risk” a particular inclusive 

business so that commercial investors  and the companies  themselves  are willing to develop an inclusive 
business. Without social capital, inclusive businesses  are unlikely to be formed, are unlikely to be designed to 

create shared value, and will definitely not go to scale.

Individual Capital. Inclusive business creates  individual capital in a  number of ways.  Most business  models 

associated with inclusive business  require the development of new capabilities  (toward new productive activi-
ties) or the application of existing capabilities  in new ways.  Many inclusive agribusiness models require the 

introduction of extension services  to improve the productivity, quality and traceability.  Extension efforts  focus 
on the transfer of knowledge, skills  and technology in such a way that low-income farmers  can become more 
productive and improve their livelihoods.  Better crop yields, increased income and more efficient productivity 

can also imply better health outcomes through improved nutrition, better time management, and disposable  
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capital that can be used for reinvestment into family livelihoods. In this  way, skills and health are combined to 
allow people to be more productive contributors to society.  Conversely, inclusive business  models that intro-

duce new products  and services  to the low income segment often require the development of new sales  and 
distribution channels that are dependent on training and subsequently leveraging the capabilities of local 
people.  Through these efforts, it is  understood that irrespective of the inclusive business dynamic (sourcing 

from or selling to the low income segment), the creation of individual capital is the de facto outcome. 

Built Capital.  Because inclusive business  generally seeks  to leverage existing corporate assets  and infra-
structure, and, when necessary, obtain additional financing (leveraging the companyʼs  assets) in order to de-

liver,  the approach naturally contributes to strengthening the the stock of fully functioning constructed infra-
structure including everything from buildings to information technology.  Furthermore, because many busi-

ness models  that deal in a rural context require technology to deal with logistical complexities, to increase 
productivity and crop yields (when thinking about agricultural production), and/or to deliver content for train-
ing, etc, inclusive business helps accelerate the development of built capital.

Natural Capital.  Inclusive businesses are designed in principle to do no harm and where possible are also 

designed to contribute positively to the natural capital stock.  Notwithstanding, as  through every business 
development process, inclusive business through WealthWorks  has  a point of view that in order to deliver a 
viable proof of concept and generate impact in the short term, the delivery of different forms of capital will be 

structured to be sequential in order not encumber the business development process  before it is able to 
succeed.  That does not mean that full compliance will not be attained.

Political Capital.  Political capital is critical to the inclusive business  development process  as  it is the key to 
achieving social inclusion at scale.  Beyond available opportunities and company innovations  in developing 

inclusive business practices, governmental policies and regulations remain the most powerful incentives  to 
create a tipping point in leveraging businesses to pursue inclusive business interventions.

Financial Capital.  Inclusive business  is designed not only to improve income opportunities for the low-
income segment but to also increase the profitability of companies  by either increasing revenue opportunities 

or by reducing costs  — namely through localizing supply chains  and developing alternative distribution chan-
nels to reach new customers.
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As noted in this  report, IB can be one of several useful approaches to strengthen the role of the private sec-
tor as  a force for development and wealth creation.  The aforementioned chapter has  explained the many 
ways in which inclusive business  can be complementary and integrative to the wealth creation approach and 

areas  through which inclusive business  has  to set its own course in order to assure it can meet its  market-
based objectives.    At its core, inclusive business in a WealthWorks context should ensure that:

- It remains market based and core business focused;
- It delivers customer and community value;

- It addresses risks and builds capacity where needed to enhance the value creation process;
- It is  relentless in its  pursuit of viability because in viability it can general the political capital required to 

being in other investors and companies and expand the potential for impact at scale;
- It measures both company and stakeholder outcomes AND impacts.
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What follows is  an effort to demonstrate how the WealthWorks development process would evolve were it to 

integrate an inclusive business perspective from the start.
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Understand wealth building through Inclusive Business 

WealthWorks  including inclusive business  starts  with the anchor company, its  problems and opportunities 
and then once this  has been clearly established, seeks  to solve these challenges and opportunities with the 

local people, assets  and businesses  that can be leveraged to execute the business  model. While many rural 
areas  have underutilized assets, any inclusive business must assure that all engaged stakeholders  in the 
value chain either have or obtain the skills  necessary to execute the content of the business model.  In many 

instances, the company is  willing to invest in the necessary training for critical stakeholders  (direct employ-
ees, suppliers  or other outsourced agent) to meet company standards  as part of the business development 

process. The company brings  together relevant stakeholders  critical to the business  development process.  
With WealthWorks in an inclusive business context, the point is  not “Are we ready to do something?”  Instead, 

it is  “What are we ready to do to support the anchor company in its  business development effort that, in so 
doing, will also help us and the community? ” 

While the wealth triangle is  important in ensuring none of the capitals  are depleted, inclusive business  con-
tends that first phase business  implementation should be focused on assuring the business  meets its  objec-

tives  and demonstrates viability in low-income context.  As  the business matures, it can be graduated to 
start to contribute explicitly to the different forms of wealth in a strategic and sequential manner.

Identify an inclusive business value chain opportunity 
In order to effectively demonstrate how inclusive business can be integrated into WealthWorks, the value 
chain development framework associated with WealthWorks  has  been modified to reflect the differences  with 
an inclusive business  approach. Before investing time, effort or money in any new economic development 

enterprise, inclusive business  “piggy backs” on existing business activity and seeks to understand what are 
a) the opportunities  and risks  associated with a companyʼs supply chain, strategy for growth, and/or pros-

pects  for new market entry.  The question is “what is  already being made in our region” or “what are key 

market opportunities for new products and services” that existing companies  are providing or could provide 
(in the context of sourcing from or selling to low income populations). 

While seeking to develop an entirely new product and/or service can have merit, the degree of risk associ-
ated with developing a product or service in a  disenfranchised region may be too significant to a) attract 
capital; b) have a  sufficient market; and c) create sufficient value for either the business or the community.  

For example, a regional supermarket chain (ABC Grocer)  may be looking to source organic fruits  and vege-
tables  as part of a  rebranded value proposition through which it intends to compete more directly with a 

Whole Foods.  ABC has  a clear business need/problem — it needs  to source fresh organic fruits  and vege-
tables  but the only suppliers  of the products  they need are more than 500 miles  away.  There are many local 

farmers  producing fruits  and vegetables locally, some may even be organic, but they traditionally sell their 
produce to food hubs  and local farmers  markets at a significant discount.  An inclusive business  approach 
would suggest understanding the specific business need first (the demand) and then understanding if and 

how you might be able to meet that demand by aligning interests.  ABC needs local fresh fruits  and vegeta-
bles, local producers need a stable and secure market willing to offer them a higher price.  
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Inclusive business  focuses  on the needs of larger companies  (specifically to build a groundswell of evidence 
that inclusive business  in a  specific context can work and generate shared value), while WealthWorks  looks 

at broader market opportunities.  The key questions  to ask at this  stage would therefore be the same for 
both in general, but who you are asking will be different depending on which avenue is  being pursued, inclu-
sive business or WealthWorks:

- Who are the most relevant companies  in your value chain and what are their biggest impediments 
for growth?  Is it a supply chain issue? Is  it competition? Is  it logistics  and associated costs? Or, 

are there specific goods and services  that I need to enhance my livelihood (low-income housing, 
affordable energy products, etc)

- What products or services  do we, or could we produce in those sectors that would either address 

the companyʼs need or provide a necessary good or service critical to improving local livelihoods? 

- What are the barriers  to entry and the inhibitors  for growth? If aligned action were achieved across 

all relevant stakeholders, are there other barriers that need to be addressed to achieve impacts  at 
scale? 

Once you have narrowed your list of business  opportunities, inclusive business  helps  sift further by analyzing 
which of these opportunities  offer the most potential for impact (wealth building success  can come later).  It 
is  important here to demonstrate proof of concept and then assure that the business model or business 

models specifically contribute to all forms wealth: 

-  What are the risks the anchor company faces?  How do we assure effective implementation?

- Are there resource constraints  and externalities  that might derail the business  opportunity? How do 
we address these? 

- What are the elements  of wealth creation that might not be addressed in the first phase of business 

implementation and what needs to happen so that these can be addressed through this  effort or 
through subsequent activities?

- Who are the beneficiaries  of this  inclusive business?  Do we have baselines  of company and benefi-
ciary performance from which to measure progress and outcomes/impacts over time? Given the 
business opportunity, what is or what are the most likely business  models  associated with it? What 

risks associated with that business model do we have to address?3
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Construct a WealthWorks Inclusive Business value chain 

WealthWorks  networks  only the relevant people, businesses, institutions  and organizations  into a value chain 

that advances the collective interest of the business  model in order to generate greater wealth and improve 
livelihoods within the region. Constructing your value chain involves acting on each of these questions: 

- Who are the critical stakeholders  that will be essential for the business model — i.e. suppliers, dis-

tributors, financing agencies, logistics providers, etc? 

- How will profits/revenues  be generated across  the business  model/value chain in the specific context 

of the business? 

- How do we assure the design of the business  model as  such maximizes the potential for company 

value AND smallholder/low-income segment impact/value? 

- How can we fill any gaps  in the value chain using qualified local resources  or entrepreneurship?  If 
there arenʼt any qualified local resources, how can we develop vocational education efforts  to assure 

standards are met? 

Test impact on local wealth and livelihoods 

WealthWorks  tracks  results. WealthWorks keeps  a sharp focus on what it is  accomplishing. That means 
regularly tracking the impact of that value chain on these critical bottom lines: 

- Is the inclusive business achieving its intended outcomes and impacts? 

- What have been the livelihood impacts on the target beneficiaries  — what has been the “depth” of 
beneficiary impact? 
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WealthWorks  is  a valuable approach through which to understand how to address multidimensional poverty  

in a rural context in a  systemic way.  It also provides insights  into the opportunities and challenges of creating 
“wealth that sticks.”  At the same time, when enabled with the appropriate capabilities  and provided with the 

right incentives, the private sector can bring new, sustainable business  models  and innovations, technology, 
cutting-edge expertise and scale in ways  that can address some of the poor’s most intractable and systemic 
challenges  while generating new opportunities for company growth and profitability.   The following are the 

five key potential actions that the WealthWorks community could follow as a result of this partial assessment:

Enhance shared value opportunities through strategic corporate engagement.  Inclusive business 
offers  the opportunity to generate quick wins  critical to crowding in investment and leveraging the engage-
ment of other private sector stakeholders across  WealthWorks value chains.  By identifying and prioritizing 

private sector needs  and how to serve them, WealthWorks stakeholders  and intermediaries may be better 
positioned to create viable commercial opportunities.  In parallel, the inclusive business lens  can also identify 

private sector product development opportunities  that incentivize the creation of new products  and services, 
which address a specific low-income community need in an affordable way.

Potential Benefit:   Low-income value chain stakeholders can obtain a secure market for their goods  and 

services  (secure market for agricultural production) and/or be provided with an alternative and affordable 
product or service that addresses a meaningful need (i.e. access to affordable housing).

Strategically use inclusive business to crowd in investment and other private sector stakeholders.  

Because inclusive business leverages  existing private sector infrastructure and assets  up front, the route to-

ward results  and impact is  generally faster than engaging in buyer prospecting without the benefit of under-
standing terms, conditions, and expectations up front.  Developing an inclusive business  opportunity within a 

WealthWorks  value chain helps  demonstrate proof of concept, provides  a  quick win, and can be leveraged to 
attract additional investment based on a functional outcome or draw other private sector actors into the 
value chain who would have otherwise been unable or unwilling to engage.

Potential Benefit: Low income value chain stakeholders may benefit from access to credit, and the com-
pany’s involvement  leverages  additional investments  in the community.  Furthermore, the company’s proof 

of concept drawn in other investors  and companies  who now see the opportunity as  partially or totally 
“derisked.”
 

Consider the opportunity presented through Inclusive Business for Consumers in a WealthWorks 

Value Chain.  While a great deal of emphasis  was placed on developing opportunities for supply chain inte-

gration, there are also important opportunities to consider in working with companies  to develop products 
and services targeted to these disenfranchised communities.  Significant demand exists for different business 

models  that can create more affordable access to inputs, financial services (including collateral free lending 
and partial credit guarantees), introduction of new technologies  that can accelerate productivity (i.e. no frills 
drip irrigation kits  for example), and new products (affordable housing, renewable energy) that can lower 

costs  for low-income families.  In this  context, the demand to be assessed is  the demand for specific goods 
and services that can be provided by the private sector and the terms and conditional under which these 

could be introduced. Products  and services in this  context would be specifically designed to address a spe-
cific systemic ! poverty-related issue (lack of nutrition, lack of health care, rising energy costs, etc).  Most of 
these goods and services would also be consistent with WealthWoks goals and objectives.
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Potential Benefit: Access to affordable goods  and services  that make a meaningful contribution to your live-
lihood while addressing a critical systemic poverty-related issue, such as access  to finance, affordable hous-

ing, access to insurance, access to healthcare, etc.

Wealth creation and inclusive business are a means to an end, not an end in themselves.  Focus 

on outcomes and impact instead.  There is  no prescription or hidden formula  for solving rural poverty.  
While frameworks  and approaches  such as WealthWorks and Inclusive business  offer a specific point of view 

as to how to achieve certain objectives within a value chain, the outcome that is achieved is  what will be re-
membered.  The frameworks  are useful however in that they help change mindsets and perceptions.  Spe-

cifically, they can help explain that there are real opportunities to do business in low income rural areas.

Potential Benefit:  Recalibrate focus on process  with focus  on outcomes  and impact and ascertain what 
adaptive management strategies would get the value chains to impact measurably faster.

Focus on enabling (and conversely addressing disabling) conditions such as local capabilities and 

technical assistance, infrastructure (where relevant) and logistics.  Within the WealthWorks value 
chain framework, develop strategies  and dedicate resources  through which you would be able to address 
enabling conditions  that currently constrain the ability to reach impact at scale.  For example, in the context 

of unlocking the potential for (impact) investment, especially in some of the rural areas  in the Deep South or 
Western Appalachia, while finding finance was and remains possible, there is  a  significant gap in assuring 

there are quality deals to match to the increased investment pool.

Potential Benefit:  Reduce barriers to entry and unlock potential for investment.   
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